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Unwind by neal shusterman summary

Unwind by Neal Shusterman is the fictional story of life after the Second Civil War, which is also known as the Heartland War. The three factions involved include: the Pro-Choice War, the Pro-Life War and what's left of the U.S. Army. The story obviously takes place in the United States and at some point
in the future. During peace negotiations, the U.S. military proposes a solution that is designed to meet both the Army of Life and the Choice Brigade. The U.S. military was neutral and served as a buffer between the two belligerent factions. They proposed the concept of relaxation. It would satisfy pro-lifers
because it does not destroy life on a fundamental basis, because every harvested part of an Unwinder had to be used for graphs and transplants. The pro-choice side would be satisfied because relaxation was called retroactive abortion. Parents or legal guardians could decide when their child was
thirteen that they basically didn't want him or her and sign a contract hiring their child to trial. If a child escaped relaxation on his or her eighteenth birthday, he could continue his life at his natural conclusion. Lenders are viewed from the bottom by society. They are marked for a strange ending to their
natural state, although the authorities and participating parents or relatives are tricked into believing that the children still live on. There is another category of those scheduled for relaxation. Tithes are special children who are selected at birth by their parents for tithing. They regard the future they have
chosen for the child as God's way. Their children have a high purpose in life—serving God by perpetuating the lives of others. Tithes are taught to embrace the concept and look forward to their thirteenth day when they will have the honor of being undone. The concept was accepted by both parties and
the legislation was adopted, resulting in the Bill of Life, which established the requirements and details of the relaxation process. Relaxation has become a popular and accepted process. Connor Lassiter is the protagonist of the story. He is 16 years old and was signed for relaxation by his parents. He
accidentally finds the signed order and decides to flee. He has reached this rebellious age and his parents seem to be finding him difficult to deal with. It's an exit for them, but a tragedy for Connor. He wants to live undivided. His journey begins as an attempt to save his own life, but on the road to this
positive eventuality he meets other children, Unwiners and Tithes, who are also marked for an end in this macabre process. Connor is a fighter and after teaming up with Risa, another Unwinder, and Lev, a tithing, he becomes their leader and gets rid of the juvey cops who are after them and pelting them
with from their tranquilizer weapons. Connor is able to fight a tranquilizer weapon from one of the Juvey and him in the leg with it. Connor becomes legendary and known as Akron-AWOL because of the incident. Survival and mutual assistance maintain their current state of life is the focus of fugitives who
are hunted by the authorities. There is a network of safe houses that has been established for Unwiners, and the main characters have hopes of staying under the radar screen until their eighteenth anniversary when they can no longer be undone. There are conflicts and changes of perspective along the
way. The main characters arrive in the Cemetery, which is an operation in the remote desert of Arizona. The cemetery is run by a former U.S. Navy admiral who is part of the network of safe houses. The ominous name refers to the old U.S. military aircraft that arrive there for dismemberment or resale.
Children just hope that the name does not apply to their destiny and that they can survive until their age will make them ineligible to be literally and surgically harvested for their parts. Summary In a society where unwanted teenagers are saved for their body parts, three fugitives fight the system that would
relax Connor's parents want to get rid of him because he is a troublemaker. Risa has no parents and is undone to reduce the costs of the orphanage. Lev's relaxation has been planned since his birth as part of his family's strict religion. Gathered by chance and bound together by despair, these three
unlikely companions make a harrowing journey through the country, knowing that their lives hang in the balance. If they can survive until they're 18, they can't be hurt -- but when every piece of them, from their hands to their hearts, are sought by a crazy world, eighteen seem far, far away. In Unwind, the
Boston Globe/Horn Book Award winner Neal Shusterman challenges readers' ideas about life – not just where life begins, and where it ends, but what it really means to be alive. First chapter or Extract 1 * Connor There are places you can go, Ariana tells him, and a guy as smart as you has a decent
chance of surviving at eighteen. Connor is not so sure, but looking into the eyes Ariana makes his doubts disappear, even if only for a moment. Her eyes are sweet purple with streaks of gray. She's a fashion slave -- she always gets the newest pigment injection the second she's in style. Connor was
never in this. He always kept his eyes the color they entered. Brown. They haven't even had tattoos, so have kids these days when they're little. The only color on his skin is the tan he takes in the summer, but now, in November, the tan has long gone out. He tries not to think about the fact that he'll never
see it again in the summer. The Least not like Connor Lassiter. He still can't believe his life was stolen when he was 16. Ariana's purple eyes begin to shine as they fill with tears streaming down her cheeks as she blinks. Connor, I'm Sorry. She's holding him back, and for a moment it looks like everything's
fine, like they're the only two people on Earth. For that moment, Connor feels invincible, untouchable... but she lets go, the moment passes, and the world around him returns. Once again he can feel the bang on the highway under them, as the cars pass by, not knowing or wanting to be here. Once again
he is just a marked child, a week less relaxing. The soft, hopeful things Ariana tells him aren't helping right now. He barely hears it because of the traffic. This place where they hide from the world is one of those dangerous places that makes adults shake their heads, grateful that their own children are not
stupid enough to sit on the ledge of a highway overpass. For Connor, it's not about stupidity, or even rebellion - it's about feeling life. Sitting on this edge, hiding behind an exit sign is where it feels most comfortable. Sure, one wrong step and he's killed on the road. However, for Connor, life on the
sidelines is at home. There were no other girls he brought here, though Ariana didn't tell him that. Close your eyes, feeling the vibration of traffic as it would pulsate through his veins, part of it. This has always been a good place to get rid of fights with his parents, or when he just feels generally cooked.
But now Connor's beyond being boiled-- even beyond the fight with his mom and dad. There's nothing left to argue about. His parents signed the order. We should run, ariana says. And I'm tired of it all. My family, my school, everything. I could kick-AWOL, and never look back. Connor clings to it. The idea
of kicking AWOL by himself terrifies him. You might put up a rough front, you might act like a bad boy at school-- but running alone? He doesn't even know if he has the guts. But if Ariana comes, it's different. He's not alone. Are you saying that? Ariana looks at him with her magic eyes. Of course I do. Of
course I do. I could get out of here. If you asked me. Connor knows it's important. Running away with an Unwind - that's commitment. The fact that she would do it makes him beyond words. He kisses her, and despite everything that's going on in his life, Connor suddenly feels the luckiest guy in the
world. He's holding it in his hand-- maybe a little too tight, 'cause he's starting to shake. It makes him want to hold it even tighter, but he struggles with that desire and lets it go. He's smiling at her. Awol... she says. What does that mean, anyway? It's an old military term or something, Connor says. It
means absent without leave. Ariana thinks about it and smiles. Rather alive without lectures. Connor takes her hand, trying so hard not to squeeze her too tight. He said he'd go if he asked her. Only now does he realize he hasn't asked yet. You want to come with me, Ariana smiles and nods. Sure, she
says. I'm going to do it. Ariana's parents don't like Connor. I always knew there'd be a Desa-let's run it, he could hear them say. You should have stayed away from that Boy Lassiter. He was never Connor to them. He was always that Boy Lassiter. They think that just because he got in and out of
disciplinary school they have the right to judge him. However, when he drives her home that afternoon, he stops by her door, hiding behind a tree as she enters. Before he goes home, he thinks now will be a way of life for both of us. Home. Connor wonders maybe name the place where he lives at home,
when he's about to be evicted -- not just from where he sleeps, but from the hearts of those who should love him. His father sits in a chair, watching the news when Connor walks in. Hey, Dad. His father points to a random carnage on the news. Clappers again. What did they hit this time? They blew up an
Old Navy in the North Akron mall. Hmm, say Connor. You'd think he'd have better taste. I don't think it's funny. Connor's parents don't know that Connor knows it's undone. He wasn't supposed to know, but Connor was always good at finding secrets. Three weeks ago, while searching his father's office,
he found plane tickets to the Bahamas. They were going on a family holiday on Thanksgiving. One problem, though: there were only three tickets. His mother, his father, his younger brother. No ticket for him. At first he realized the ticket was somewhere else, but the more he thought about it, the more
wrong it seemed. Connor took a deeper look when his parents came out, and found her. Unwind command. It was signed in the old-fashioned triple. The white copy has already been gone - off with the authorities. The yellow copy accompanied Connor to the end, and the pink remained with his parents as
proof of what they had done. Maybe they'd frame him and hang him next to his first-class picture. The order date was the day before the trip to the Bahamas. He was going to be undone, and they were going on vacation to make themselves feel better about it. Injustice made Connor want to break
something. He made him want to break a lot of things - but he didn't. For the first time he held his cool, and apart from a few fights in school that were not his fault, he kept his emotions hidden. He kept what he knew for himself. Everyone knew that a relaxing order was irreversible, so the screaming and
fighting would neither change anything. In addition, he found some power in knowing the secret of his parents. The blows he could do were much more effective. Like the day he brought flowers home for his mother and she cried for hours. Like the b-plus he brought home for a science test. The best
grade he's ever taken in science. He handed it over to the father who's looking her, the color of the drain on his face. See, Dad, my grades are getting better. I could even get my science grade to an A by the end of the semester. An hour later, his father sat in a chair, still holding the test and staring at the
wall. Connor's motivation was simple: to make them suffer. Let them know for the rest of their lives what a horrible mistake they made. But there was no sweetness at this revenge, and now, three weeks of rubbing it in their face made him not feel any better. Despite him, he starts to feel sorry for his
parents, and hates that he feels that way. Did I miss dinner? His father doesn't watch away from the TV. Your mother left you a plate. Connor's headed for the kitchen, but halfway through he hears: Connor? He turns to see his father looking at him. Not just watching, but staring. He's going to tell me now,
Connor thinks. He's going to tell me he's relaxing me, and then he's going to cry, let's keep talking about how sorry he is that he's sorry. If he does, Connor could accept the apology. They might even forgive him, and then tell him he doesn't plan to be here when the Juvey cops come to pick him up. But in
the end all his father says is, did you lock the door when you walked in? I'll do it now. Connor locks the door, then goes to his room, no longer hungry for what his mother saved for him. * * At 2in the morning Connor dresses in black and fills a backpack with the things that really matter to him. There's still
room for three changes of clothes. He finds it amazing, when it comes to her, how few things are worth taking. Memories, mostly. Reminders of a while before things went so wrong between him and his parents. Between him and the rest of the world. Connor peeks at his brother, thinks about saying
goodbye, then decides it's not a good idea. He slips silently into the night. He couldn't take his bike, because he had installed an anti-theft tracking device. Connor never thought he could be the one stealing it. Ariana has bikes for both of them, though. Ariana House is a 20-minute walk away if you take
the conventional route. The suburban neighborhoods of Ohio never have streets that go straight, so instead he takes the more direct route through the woods, and gets there in ten. The lights in the Ariana house are off. He expected that. He'd be suspicious if he'd been up all night. Better to pretend he's
asleep, so he doesn't alert any suspicions. Keep your distance from home. Ariana's yard and front porch are equipped with motion-sensor lights that come on whenever something moves within range. They're meant to scare out wild animals and criminals. Ariana's parents are convinced that Connor is
both. He pulls out his phone and dials Familiar. Where did he in the shadow at the back edge he can hear the ring in her upstairs room. Connor quickly disconnects and moves further away in the shadows, for fear that Ariana's parents might be forgotten from their windows. What's he thinking? Ariana had
to leave her phone on vibrate. He makes a wide arc around the back edge, wide enough not to turn on the lights, and although a light comes on when he steps on the front porch, only ariana's bedroom faces it that way. She comes to the door a few moments later, opening it not wide enough for her to
come out or for him to go in. Connor asks. It's clearly not. She's wearing a robe over her satin pajamas. You haven't forgotten, have you? No, no, I haven't forgotten... So hurry up! The sooner we get out of here, the more lead we'll have before anyone knows we're gone. Connor, she says, here's the
thing... And the truth is right there in her voice, in the way it's such a strain for her to even say her name, the trembling of persistent excuses in the air as an echo. She doesn't have to say anything afterwards, because he knows, but he lets her say it anyway. Because he sees how hard it is for him and he
wants to be. She wants to be the hardest thing she's ever done in her life. Connor, I really want to go, I do... But this is a very bad time for me. My sister's getting married, and you know she chose me to be the maid of honor. And then there's the school. You hate school. You said you'd quit when you were
16. Testing out, she says. So you're not coming? I want to, I really want to... but I can't. So everything we talked about was just a lie. No, say Ariana. It was a dream. Reality just eluded us, that's all. And running doesn't solve anything. Running is the only way to save my life, Connor said. I'm about to be
undone, in case you forgot. He gently touches his face. I know, she says. But I'm not. Then a light comes on top of the stairs, and the reflective Ariana closes the door a few inches. Ari? Connor hears her mother say. What's that? What are you doing at the door? Connor retreats from sight, and Ariana
turns around to look up the stairs. Nothing, Mom. I thought I saw a coyote from my window and I just wanted to make sure the cats weren't outside. Cats are upstairs, honey. Close the door and go back to bed. So I'm a coyote, says Connor. Shush, says Ariana, closing the door until there's only one small
slit and all she can see is the edge of her face and a single purple eye. You're going to get away, I know you're going to get away with it. Call me when you're in a safe place. Then close the door. Connor stays there for the longest time until the motion sensor light goes out. Being alone wasn't part of his
plan, but he realizes he should have been. From the moment his parents Those papers, Connor was alone. He can't take a train; He can't take the bus. Sure, he's got enough money, but nothing leaves until morning, and until then they'll be looking for him in all the obvious places. Relax on the run are so
common these days, they have whole teams of Juvey-dedicated cops to find them. The police made her have an art. He knows he could disappear in a city, because there are so many faces, you never see them twice. He knows that he can also disappear into the country, where people are so few and
far away; he could fix the house in an old barn and no one would think to look. But then Connor thinks the police probably thought about it. Probably all the old barns are set up to appear like a rat trap, to catch kids like him. Or maybe he's paranoid. No, Connor knows that his situation requires caution



justificată.nu only tonight, but for the next two years. Then, once he turns 18, he's free at home. After that, sure, I can throw him in jail, I can judge him-- but I can't relax him. Surviving so long is the trick. There's a rest station on the highway where truckers leave the road overnight. This is where Connor
goes. He realizes he can slip into the back of an 18-wheel truck, but quickly learns that truckers keep their cargo locked. He swears because he didn't think enough about it. Thinking forward was never one of Connor's strengths. If he were, he might not have gotten into the different situations that have
made him think about it in recent years. Situations that have made it labels as troubled and in danger, and finally this last label, relax. There are about twenty parked trucks, and a brightlit restaurant where half a dozen truckers eat. It's 3:30 in the morning. Looks like truckers have their own biological
clocks. Connor looks and waits. Then, about a quarter to four, a police cruiser silently shoots into the truck station. No lights, no siren. It spins slowly like a shark. Connor thinks he can hide until he sees a second police car pulling in. There are too many lights everywhere for Connor to hide in the
shadows, and he can't run away without being seen in the bright moonlight. A patrol car comes around the far end of the lot. In a second, the headlights would be on him, so he hit a truck and prayed that the cops wouldn't see him. Watch the wheels of the patrol car pass slowly. On the other side of the
18th, the second patrol car passes in the opposite direction. Maybe it's just a routine check,' he thinks. Maybe they're not looking for me. The more he thinks about it, the more he convinces himself that this is the case. You still don't have to know he's gone. Father sleeps like a log, and his mother no
longer checks Connor at night. However, police cars spin. From his place under connor Connor's truck driver's door of another eighteen open wheels. It's not the driver's door, it's the bedroom door behind the cab. A trucker comes out, stretches, and heads towards the truck baths, leaving the door ajar. In
an instant, Connor takes a decision and walks away from his hideout, running through the parking lot to that truck. The free gravel skids from under his feet as he runs. He doesn't know where the police cars are anymore, but it doesn't matter. He has engaged in this action race and must carry it out. As he
approaches the door, he sees the headlights spinning, about to turn towards him. He opens the door to the truck's sleeping car, throws himself in and pulls the closed door behind him. He sits on a bed not much larger than a cot, catching his breath. What's his next move? The trucker will be back.
Connor's got about five minutes if he's lucky, one minute if he's not. There's room down there where he can hide, but he's stuck with two bags full of clothes. He could have pulled them out, sneaked in and pulled the bags back in front of him. The trucker would never know he was there. But just before
you can pull out the first bag of duffle, the door opens. Connor just sits there, unable to react as the trucker gets to take his jacket and sees it. Wow! Who are you? What the hell are you doing in my truck? A police car slowly passes by him. Please, says Connor, his voice creaks suddenly as before his
voice changed. Please don't tell anyone. I've got to get out of here. He gets into his backpack, fumbling, and pulls a stack of bills out of his wallet. You want money? I have money. I'll give you everything I have. I don't want your money, says the trucker. Okay, then, what? Even in the dim light, the trucker
must see the panic in Connor's eyes, but say nothing. Please say Connor again. I'll do whatever you want... The trucker looks at him in silence for a moment longer. Is that right? he says in the end. Then he goes inside and closes the door behind him. Connor closes his eyes, without daring to think about
what he's gotten himself into. The trucker's sitting next to him. Connor. Then he realizes that a moment too late should have given a false name. The trucker scratches his beard and thinks for a moment. Let me show you something, Connor. He stretches over Connor and grabs, of all things, a pack of
cards from a small bag hanging by the bed. Have you ever seen that? The trucker takes the deck of cards in one hand and makes a skillful one-handed mixing. Pretty good, huh? Connor, not knowing what to say, just nods. What do you think of that? Then the trucker takes a single card and with the
sleight of hand makes the book disappear into thin air. Then it stretches out and removes the book from shirt pocket. Do you like that? Connor lets a nervous laugh come out. Well, those tricks you just saw? The trucker says, I didn't make them. I... I don't know what you mean. The trucker rolled his sleeve
to discover that the arm, which had done the tricks, had been grafted to the elbow. Ten years ago I fell asleep at the wheel, the trucker tells him. Big accident. I lost an arm, a kidney and a few other things. I got some new ones, though, and I pulled through. He looks at his hands, and now Connor can see
that the trick-card hand is a little different from the other. The trucker's other hand has thicker fingers, and the skin is a little more olive in tone. So, say Connor, you got a new hand. The trucker laughs at it, then becomes silent for a moment, looking at the replacement hand. These fingers here knew
things the rest of us didn't know. Muscle memory, they call it. And not a day goes by that I don't wonder what other incredible things the kid who owned this arm knew before it was opened... whoever it was. The trucker's getting up. You're lucky you came to me, he says. There are truckers out there who
will take everything you offer, then turn you in anyway. And you're not like that? No, I'm not. He reaches out his hand-- the other hand-- and Connor shakes it. Josias Aldridge, he says. I'm heading north from here. You can go with me until morning. Connor's relief is so great, it takes the wind out of him.
He can't even offer a thank you. That bed isn't the most comfortable in the world, Aldridge says, but it does its job. Get some rest. I just have to go take a, and then we'll leave. Then he closes the door, and Connor listens to his steps heading to the bathroom. Connor finally lets his guard down and begins
to feel his own exhaustion. The trucker didn't give him a destination, just a direction, and that's fine. North, south, east, vest.nu matter as long as it's far from here. As for your next move, well, first you have to get over it before you think about what's next. A minute later Connor already starts to sit down
when he hears the scream outside. We know you're there! Get out now and you won't get hurt! Connor's heart is sinking. Josias Aldridge apparently pulled another sleight by the hand. He got Connor to show up at the police station. Abracadabra. With his journey over before he even starts, Connor
swings the door open to see three Juvey-targeting cops. But I'm not targeting him. Actually, their back is for him. Across the street, the cab door opens with the truck he had hidden under just a few minutes before, and a child comes out from behind the driver's empty seat with his hands in the air. Connor
recognizes him immediately. He's a kid he's known from school. Andy Jameson. Oh, my God, is Andy open too? It's a look of fear. Andy's face, but beyond it there's something worse. A look of total defeat. Then Connor realizes his own madness. He was so surprised by this turn of events that he is still
just standing there, exposed to anyone to see. Cops don't see him. But Andy does. He sees Connor, he keeps his eyes, just for a moment... ... and at that moment something remarkable happens. The look of despair on Andy's face is suddenly replaced by a steely resolution bordering on triumph. He
quickly looks away at Connor and takes a few steps before the police catch him - a few steps from Connor, so the police still have their backs to him. Andy saw it and didn't give it away! If Andy has nothing left after this day, at least he'll have this little win. Connor leans back into the shadow of the truck
and slowly pulls the door closed. Outside, as police pick up Andy, Connor reaches out, and his tears come as suddenly as a summer downpour. It's not safe for who's crying -- for Andy, for himself, for Ariana -- and not knowing how to make her tears flow all the more. Instead of tearing away their tears,
they let them dry on their faces, so he used to when he was a kid, and the things he cried about were so insignificant that they were forgotten by morning. The trucker never comes to check on him. Instead, Connor hears the engine start and feels the truck coming out. The gentle movement of the road
makes him sleep. Connor's phone ring wakes him from a deep sleep. Fight with conscience. He wants to go back to the dream he had. It was a place he was sure he was, though he couldn't remember when. He was at a cabin on a beach with his parents before his brother was born. Connor's foot had
fallen through a rotting plate on the porch into cobwebs so thick that they felt like cotton. Connor screamed and screamed in pain, and the fear of giant spiders that he was convinced would eat his foot off, and yet, this was a good dream -- a good memory -- because his father was there to release him,
and take him inside, where they bandaged his leg and placed him by the fire with a kind of cider so flavorful that he could still taste it when he thought of it. His father told him a story he can't remember, but it's okay. Not the story, but the tone of his voice, which mattered, a gentle baritone rumbleas
calming as breaking waves on a shore. Little boy-Connor drank cider and leaned on his mother pretending to fall asleep, but what he was doing was trying to dissolve at that moment and make it last forever. In the dream it dissolved. His whole being flowed into the cup of cider, and his parents put it
gently on the table, close enough to the fire to keep warm forever and always. Stupid dreams. and the good ones are bad, because I remind you. Remember. reality measures upwards. His cell phone rings again, casting off his last dream. Connor's almost responding. The truck's sleeping room is so dark,
he doesn't realize at first he's not in his bed. The only thing that saves him is that he can't find his phone and he has to turn on a light. When he finds a wall where his nightstand should be, he realizes this isn't his room. The phone's ringing again. Then everything comes back to him and remembers where
he is. Connor finds his phone in his backpack. The phone ID says the call is from his father. Now his parents know he's gone. Do I really think he's going to pick up the phone? Wait until voicemail picks up the call, then turns off the power. His watch says 7:30 a.m. He rubs his sleep out of his eyes, trying
to calculate how far they've come. The truck stopped moving, but must have traveled at least 200 miles while he was sleeping. It's a good start. Knock on the door. Get out, kid. Your car's over. Connor doesn't complain.he was outrageously generous of this truck driver to do what he did. Connor won't ask
for anything from him. Open the door and come out to thank the man, but there's Josias Aldridge at the door. Aldridge is a few feet away being handcuffed, and in front of Connor is a policeman: a Juvey-cop wears a smile as big as all outdoors. Standing 10 metres away is Connor's father, who still keeps
the cell phone from which he had just called. It's over, son, says his father. It makes Connor mad. I'm not your son! He wants to sing. I stopped being your son when you signed the relaxation order! But the shock of the moment leaves him speechless. It was so stupid of Connor to leave his phone on --
that's how they followed it -- and he wonders how many other kids are caught up in their own blind faith in technology. Connor doesn't go like that Did Andy Jameson. He quickly assesses the situation. The truck was pulled onto the side of the highway by two patrol cars and a Juvey police unit. Traffic
barrels passed at seventy miles per hour, blind to the little drama unfolding on the shoulder. Connor takes a split-second decision and screws, pushing the officer against the truck and racing over the busy highway. Would he shoot an unarmed child in the back, wonder, or shoot him in the legs and spare
his vital organs? As he runs on the highway, the cars spin around him, but keep walking. Connor, stop! He hears his father screaming. Then he hears a gunshot. He feels the impact, but not in his skin. The bullet's in his backpack. He's not looking behind him. Then, when he reaches the midline of the
highway, he hears another shot, and a small blue spot appears on the central divider. They're firing tranquilizer bullets. Don't take him out, he's trying to take him down. likely to shoot tranquilizer bullets at will, than ordinary bullets. Connor climbs over the central separator and finds himself in the path of a
Cadillac that doesn't stop for anything. The machine swerves to avoid it, and by luck Connor's impulse pulls him out just inches from Caddy's path. The side mirror hits him painfully in the ribs before the car stops, sending the sour stench of burnt rubber into his nostrils. Holding his painful side, Connor
sees someone looking at him from an open backseat window. It's another kid, dressed in white. The kid's terrified. With the police already reaching the central separator, Connor looks into this frightened child's eyes and knows what to do. It's time for another split-second decision. He reaches out the
window, picks up the lock and opens the door. Copyright (c) 2007 by Neal Shusterman Extras from Unwind by Neal Shusterman All Rights Reserved by Original Copyright Owners. Excerpts are provided for display purposes only and cannot be reproduced, reprinted or distributed without the written
permission of the publisher. Editor.
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